. . indications of being written before 54, for example, does not need to have been written close to 54; the limits identify boundaries, but in most cases do not establish more or less likely dates within the possible range. Indeed, the opposite is true: as one approaches the limit, there is a greater need for independent, unrelated points of reference. While any two arbitrary facts touching on an author's life may be close in time to one another (e.g., when a given work was written and an event recorded by Tacitus), it is improbable that such clusters will occur repeatedly, given how few data points survive. Agnosticism often remains the most prudent course. These issues are of course further confused if works are re-worked or re-edited following their initial circulation. My hope here is not to overstate the case, but within each section to describe works in what may reasonably be thought to be chronological order, given the appropriate cautions o fered below. 2). For the upper limit of the range, Abel argued that it must be before Seneca's exile, based on in qua istud urbe, di boni, loquimur? (cons. Marc. 16 .2), which suggests both speaker and addressee are in Rome. This is not convincing: loquimur could equally be an epistolary conceit, whereby the letter creates the air of intimate communication, regardless of where the sender is; indeed, this e fect would E.g., Schmidt 1961. For previous discussions, see Giancotti 1957 : 45-73, Abel 1967 ., Gri n 1976: 397, and references there.
Bellemore's argument (1992) for an earlier, Tiberian date for the work requires rejecting Suetonius's evidence.
Abel 1967: 159 f., and references there.
